
accessories

RENAULT
SCENIC E-TECH
100% electric



storage pack  

Keep everything in order with our 
storage packs

on-board experience

Compartmentalised boot storage box
7711940885

more products at 
renault.ie/owners/accessories
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magnetic vent-mounted smartphone 
holder
7711784774 

rear tray table 
7711785947 

storage pack + available with 2 tray tables & 2 fixings.
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bespoke design

Custom accessories to accentuate  
the design of Renault Scenic  
E-Tech 100% electric.

Add a touch of colour with our 
door mirror shells. Added style and 
protection all in one. 

design

satin metal grey light grey

carbon effect gold accents
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design

esprit Alpine mats

more products at 
renault.ie/owners/accessories
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premium delivery pack   
premium textile mats 749M63915R
safety kit 7711780759
or for esprit alpine version 749M62960R 

premium delivery pack +   
premium textile mats 749M63915R
safety kit 7711780759
trunk liner 849P74058R
or for esprit alpine version 749M62960R 

premium delivery packs

Upgrade to our premium delivery
packs, providing enhanced style 
and protection for your Scenic.
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cables and storage

Opt for our double boot floor, 
allowing you to  store your cables 
safely and securely, whilst still 
having full use of your boot floor.

charging
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double floor for cable storage
849P35338R 

domestic charging cable 
7711943866 

ev pack  



protection pack (Techno & Evolution only)  

mud guard pack  

protection range

Protect your vehicles interior 
with a range of made to measure 
accessories.

The Renault mudguards protect  
the underbody and wheels  
from water, mud splatter and  
flying gravel.

boot liner
849P74058R

protection

more products at 
renault.ie/owners/accessories

front and rear mud guards
7717274244
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Illuminated door sills
8201731140
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adventure is easy 

Choose from our range of touring 
accessories, bicycle racks and 
towbars.

transport

roof-mounted bike rack bars
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roof mounted bicycle carrier
7711949992 x 2

quick fix longitudinal roof bars
738207220R

roof box 480L
7711948972 

quick fix longitudinal roof bars
738207220R

cycle pack   

touring pack  



towbars

towbar packs 

Equipped with a towbar, Renault 
Scenic E-Tech 100% electric can  
tow up to 1.1 t and easily transport  
a bike rack (75 kg of vertical load).

The tool-free removable towbar  
is very easy to use and once the ball 
has been removed, the towbar is 
almost invisible.

swan neck towbar pack

tool-free removable towbar pack and 2-bike rack on towbar

transport

more products at 
renault.ie/owners/accessories
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swan neck towbar 13 pin  

removable towbar 13 pin 

Swan neck towbar cross member 756104912R
Swan neck towbar attachment kit 511995944R
Swan-neck towbar wiring harness 8201752051

RDSO towbar cross member 756104004R
RDSO towbar attachment kit 511992763R
RDSO towbar wiring harness 8201752051

removable towbar pack
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Every precaution was taken to ensure that this brochure was accurate and up-to-date when published. This document 
has been created using pre-production and prototype models. In line with its policy of continuous product improvement, 
Renault reserves the right to modify the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and featured at any time.  
Any such modifications are communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as possible. Depending on the country of sale, 
certain versions may differ and certain equipment may be unavailable (as standard, as an option or as an accessory). 
Please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. For technical printing reasons, the colours featured in this 
document may differ slightly from those of the actual paintwork or interior trim. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any 
format and by any means of all or part of this brochure is prohibited without prior written authorisation from Renault.

Publicis – photo credits:  February 2024.
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